
For growing 
businesses, 
e-invoicing is no 
longer a choice.

International businesses 
face increasing pressure 
from buyers and 
national tax authorities 
to exchange structured 
e-invoice data rather 
than traditional paper 
and PDF invoices. The 
exchange of these 
structured e-invoice data 
files occurs through a 
variety of different B2B 
or B2G channels and 
networks, each with their 
own set of requirements. 
Consequently, managing 
daily operations and 
ensuring a smooth 
cash flow becomes 
more complex for 
organizations. 

Why the shift to electronic invoicing?

European tax mandates

The European Union and its 

member states are actively 

promoting e-invoicing as a means 

to enhance efficiency, cut costs, 

and combat Value Added Tax (VAT) 

evasion. Although the EU created 

a directive that outlined a desire to 

build and adopt a pan-European 

e-invoicing standard, individual 

countries within Europe still retain 

the authority to define their own 

regulations for e-invoicing, including 

preferred channels and formats. 

Accounts Payable Platforms 

The rising demand for AP/customer 

portals highlights their significance, 

yet managing them efficiently can 

prove challenging for suppliers in the 

absence of automation. E-invoicing 

emerges as a solution, streamlining 

processes, saving time, and reducing 

expenses for over-extended 

teams while ensuring customer 

satisfaction remains a top priority.
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Billtrust makes staying connected possible.

With hundreds of different invoice networks (and more in development), 

maintaining connections to them all is an extremely time-consuming, 

complex, and costly process. Fortunately, Billtrust has established 

those needed connections across B2B and B2G invoice networks, 

making these delivery channel connections easily available to 

customers through our Billtrust Connectivity Service. 

Solve compliance challenges 

 — Understand national regulatory 

e-invoicing requirements 

and latest developments 

 — Set up connectivity to national 

tax-owned invoicing platforms 

 — Eliminate the need to work with 

local providers per country

Solve AP Platform challenges 

 — Remove manual keying 

from AR teams

 — Quickly upload invoices and 

get them ready for payment

 — Avoid invoice errors 

and corrections

 — Improve buyer satisfaction

How can Billtrust help?
Your Billtrust team is standing by to help.

Building connections to B2B and B2G invoice networks is often 

difficult and time consuming. Contact our sales team to learn how we 

can help you simplify and eliminate unnecessary complexity.
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